
 

Recap of Ma/Pa 

Fireside 

Thank you for attending the Ma/Pa Fireside held 

on April 13
th
.  Brother and Sister Goldsberry had 

great information to share and we have a few 

notes from their talk and the PowerPoint 

Presentation they shared located on the Trek 

Website under the Ma/Pa tab. 

Thank you to Brother Bassett our head medical 

doctor on Trek for speaking.  He has compiled a 

list for a first aid kit that each Ma/Pa should 

gather to keep in their handcart. 

Next Ma/Pa Training will be June 22
nd

 7pm @ 

the Stake Center. 

Key Calendar Dates 

 

 

 June 22: 2nd Ma/Pa Meeting - 7pm@ Stk Cntr. 

 July 19: Pack Check in and Family Flag 

Decoration - @ Stk Cntr. 

 July 21-24: Trek 

 

 

Trail of Faith 
Please visit the web site to view the Trail of Faith 

Program Sheet. 

 

Instructions for Completion of 

Trail of Faith 

 

We would ask that you complete 1 item in 

each preparation category and then select 4 

more items in the categories of your choice 

for a total of 8 preparation options.  Mark off 

the footprints as you complete each option. 

We invite all youth and adults to participate 

By completing this program you will be better 

prepared for the Trail and understand what we are 

asking the youth to do. 

 

 

 

When you're writing a newsletter: 

 

 Ask yourself what you’re trying to accomplish and 

focus on that goal. 

 

 Ask yourself what you’re trying to accomplish and 
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-Tylenol: 10 tablets of 500 mg each  

-Ibuprofen (Motrin or Advil): 10 tablets of 200 mg each 

-Antiseptic wipes (alcohol pads) 

-Hand wipes or hand sanitizer 

-Sting relief pads (or After-bite) 

-Neosporin 

-Burn cream and/or Aloe Vera 

-Band-aids: bring a dozen of different sizes  

-6 gauze pads of varying sizes (2x2, 3x3) 

-Scissors 

-Ace wrap 

-Two safety pins, 2 inches or larger  

-Instant cold pack (or plastic bags and then ice from the cooler) 

-Athletic tape: 1 roll, 2 inches wide  

-10 pins for sliver removal and blisters  

-Tweezers 

-Moleskin (the thin stuff 1/16 inch) or a box of blist-o-ban (for 

blisters)  

-Hydrocortisone cream (and/or Calamine lotion) 

-Fingernail clippers  

-Feminine Products 

-Latex-free Gloves 

 
 

In addition, I think a lot of these should be brought as well, but 

are more prevention and less for the first aid kit. 

-Bug repellant  

-Sunscreen  

-Chap-stick 

-Baby Powder or Runners lube/ Bodyglide/ Vaseline in a small tube 

for chafing  

And for temporarily treating heat exhaustion (again, not 

necessarily in the kit but available): 

-Umbrella for cooling (optional--other sources of shade may 

be available) 

-Spray bottle for cooling  

-One 28 to 30 inch square cotton cloth for a cooling scarf. It needs 

to be big enough for shade, or to get wet and put around the neck 

for cooling.                                    ~ Ken Bassett, Trek Medic 

Tents: 

Tent for Ma/Pa and tent space for everyone 

in the family (separate tents for Young 

Women & Young Men) 
*We are camping in Wyoming, and may experience 

high winds 

 

To be carried in handcart: 

Small first aid kit (see recommended items 

for first aid kit on Web site or May 

Newsletter) 

5 gallon water cooler 

48-quart cooler (approx. size)  

Please make sure your name is on 

everything. 

 

Optional: 

Snack/ Candy 

Water Flavoring 

Duct Tape 

 

First Aid Kit 

Family Supply List for 

Ma/Pa’s 
 

Trek Questions? Contact Joel or Becky Brian at (970) 613-0656  

or jabbrian3@aol.com 

 

 



 

 

For YM/YW Presidents 
 

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here Continue newsletter text here 

 

 

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here.  

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here.  

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here.  

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here.  

 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter 

text here. Continue newsletter text here. Continue 

newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text here. 

Continue newsletter text here. Continue newsletter text 

here. 

 

Thank you for your help collecting names and 

youth information.  Please check the website to 

make sure your youth are listed as attending; if they 

are NOT going  and are listed please let us know. 

 

 REMINDERS: 

Collect Letters: The Pony Express 

will come and deliver letters to the youth 

from their parents.  We will need a letter to 

each youth from their parents.  Please 

collect these letters and give to a member 

of the Stake YM/YW Presidency. 
 

Walking Tags:  Each youth will have the 

opportunity to walk for a pioneer ancestor 

or pioneer that made the Trek west to Utah.  

We would like each youth to have a tag to 

remind them of this person.  There are 

many different ideas on the Internet.  We 

would like each ward to be uniform in their 

tags. 
 

Fireside:  Schedule a fireside for your 

ward where discussion of those you are 

walking for takes place.  We hope to make 

the Trek more meaningful by repeatedly 

emphasizing the person they are walking 

for.   

 

 

Trek Theme: 

Look Ahead and Believe 

 

Great  article by Elder Edward Dube, Of the 

Seventy- Oct 2013 Conf. 

 

Pioneer Clothing: 

Please check the website for guidelines 

What not to wear- Blue jeans, baseball caps, tank 

tops, t-shirts, tight/short dresses, brand new shoes.  

Please avoid wearing fabrics and styles that detract 

from the pioneer spirit. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trek Questions? Contact Joel or Becky Brian at (970) 613-0656 or jabbrian3@aol.com 

 


